Survey on IoT based Monitoring System for Advertising Board
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Abstract - With the increase of enormous outdoor advertising boards, the problems of public safety raised by the collapse of out of doors advertising boards have attracted great public concern. During this paper, a wireless sensor network (WSN) monitoring system is intended for the structural health monitoring (SHM) of enormous outdoor advertising boards. By using WSN technology, this method can judge the safety of the outdoor advertising boards and provides early warnings when the boards are at risk. The monitoring system consists of two subsystems, one is that the WSN structure system supported Zig-Bee wireless sensor nodes with a 6-axis MEMS motion sensor integrated to capture the movement information, and therefore the other is that the monitoring center system con-trolled by ARM microcontroller for processing and long-distance wireless communications with a foreign server through a GPRS module. The simulation model of the outdoor advertising board is additionally built to research the deformed shape of the advertising board structure under wind load, and also the early warning judgment standard is proposed. The performance of the monitoring system is evaluated through several experiments under the condition of a laboratory in several aspects of the comparison experiments. With the rise of enormous outdoor advertising boards, the problems of public safety raised by the collapse of outside advertising boards have attracted great public concern. During this paper, a wireless sensor network (WSN) monitoring system is meant for the structural health monitoring (SHM) of enormous outdoor advertising boards. By using WSN technology, this technique can judge the safety of the outdoor advertising boards and provides early warnings when the boards are in peril. The monitoring system consists of two subsystems, one is that the WSN structure system supported Zig-Bee wireless sensor nodes with a 6-axis MEMS motion sensor integrated to capture the movement information, and therefore the other is that the monitoring center system con-trolled by ARM microcontroller for processing and long-distance wireless communications with a foreign server through a GPRS module. The simulation model of the outdoor advertising board is additionally built to research the deformed shape of the advertising board structure under wind load, and therefore the early warning judgment standard is proposed. The performance of the monitoring system is evaluated through several experiments under the condition of a laboratory in several aspects of the comparison experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Now a day, large outdoor advertising boards are widespread within the prosperous area of a city, or along the most road and also the highway. These outdoor advertising boards are at risk of tilt or maybe collapse as time goes on because of their large size and long exposure within the complex outdoor environment (such as heavy rain, strong wind, earthquake, and other factors), thereby posing a heavy threat to the general public safety. Therefore, the relevant departments have to be compelled to track, in real-time, the condition of out of doors advertising boards. However, at the present, monitoring outdoor advertising boards mainly relies on the common manual inspection and video surveillance administered by the relevant government departments. It’s evident that the lean risk can’t be effectively identified at the sooner stage only by these visual inspections and straightforward physical measurements.

Now a Days, large outdoor advertising boards are widespread within the prosperous area of a city, or along the most road and also the highway. These outdoor advertising boards are at risk of tilt or perhaps collapse as time goes on because of their large size and long exposure within the complex outdoor environment (such as heavy rain, strong wind, earthquake, and other factors), thereby posing a significant threat to the general public safety.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Title: A USB-Enabled System-On-Chip Solution for 2.4-GHz IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee Applications.

Author: CC253x/4x User’s Guide (Rev. D)

Description: The CC2531 is a USB enabled true system-on-chip (SoC) solution for IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, and RF4CE applications. It enables USB dongles or USB upgradeable network nodes to be built with low total bill-of-material costs. The CC2531 combines the performance of a leading RF transceiver with an industry-standard enhanced 8051 MCU, in-system programmable ash memory, 8-KB RAM, and many other powerful features.

Title: A fully compliant ZigBee 3.x solution: Z-Stack Z-STACK

Author: Texas

Description: Incorporates the uni_edZigbee Cluster Library which is at the foundation of dot-dot, the universal language
Title: Development of an Electronic Educational Kit with Android Application That Test Student Knowledge in Series and Parallel Resistor for Electrical Circuit (Res-Circuit Quiz Board)

Author: Mohd Firdaus Mohd Ab Halim, Nur Azmeen Iezzati Idrus, Amar Faiz Zainal Abidin, Siti Fatimah Sulaiman, Rozil R. Siti

Description: One of the important subjects in electrical Engineering course is the Electrical Circuit. The subject is known to be challenging as this is the first time student being exposed to the Electrical Engineering subject. To address this, this paper is proposing an educational board, named Res-Circuit Quiz Board. The educational board is designed to test students' knowledge in series and parallel resistor connection for subject Electrical Circuit. An android based application is designed as an interface for the quiz board to connect to through Bluetooth. The educational quiz board will give feedback to the student based on the circuit connection done by the student. The effectiveness of the educational quiz board is measured using a survey done to the target audience.

Title: Throughput of Customised ZigBee Stack- A Mathematical Modelling

Author: A.Narmada, P.Sudhakara Rao

Description: Research work is being done in the field of wireless communication protocols to find the desired applicability suitable to the end-user. ZigBee protocol is chosen due to its reliable, long-range, and robust communication. In this direction, there is a need for designing a common communication protocol to realize a virtual control network by customizing the existing Zig-Bee protocol stack. It is also required to embed internet support protocols in different layers of the proposed stack to enable the entire network with internet connectivity. The proposed application aims at interoperating different devices under user personal area network, this fact has led to propose a new protocol stack with which every device of the network can be easily operated or controlled with enhanced network capabilities like resource sharing, additional middle layer for realizing the proposed application using WPAN christened as ZigBee IP [ZI] stack.

3. Project Overview

In this system, we try to search out the condition of the board. During this system, we are using Arduino UNO and Wi-Fi Module to create it IoT. During this system, we also are using the Gyroscope Sensor to sense the change in angle. At the side of that, we also are able to find the condition of iron rod with the assistance of electrical Conductivity. We passing the electrical current through an iron rod, in order that depends on current conductivity we are able to measure either it's forged iron or Rust Iron. The simulation model of the outdoor advertising board is additionally built to investigate the deformed shape of the advertising board structure under wind load, and also the early warning judgment standard is proposed. The performance of the monitoring system is evaluated through several experiments under the condition of a laboratory in numerous aspects of the comparison experiments.

These outdoor advertising boards are at risk of tilt or perhaps collapse as time goes on because of their large size and long exposure within the complex outdoor environment (such as heavy rain, strong wind, earthquake, and other factors), thereby posing a significant threat to the general public safety. Therefore, the relevant departments got to track, in real-time, the condition of out of doors advertising boards. However, at this time, monitoring outdoor advertising boards mainly relies on the common manual inspection and video surveillance administered by the relevant government departments. It's evident that the lean risk cannot be effectively identified at the sooner stage only by these visual inspections and easy physical measurements.

4. CONCLUSION

IoT Based monitoring system supported IoT and Gyroscope sensor for the big outdoor advertising boards is intended. Within the system, multiple 3-axis Gyroscope sensors are placed round the key load points on the massive outdoor advertising board, and that they all report back to one node called the coordinator. At each sensor node, an information fusion algorithm supported the measured data is employed to get an accurate and stable angle. The ZigBee network between the sensor nodes and coordinator allows the system to control with low power dissipation. Eventually,
the embedded monitoring platform judges the state of the boards and generates early warnings with the assistance of a predictive analytics algorithm.
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